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PART - A

Answer all questions. Each question carries 1 mark.

1. Determine the period of the function cos2x.

2. How to identify a given function is odd or even?

3. Write down the Fourier cosine series.

4. Define general solution of a differentia.l equation.

ferentiar eouarion ['l - I,'z') l' =( {A" .

1 lax )J ldx'l

6. Write short note about singular solution.

z check the eouation ,'{! -2*9L -4v = ,i is homogeneous linear equation
dx

or not.

8. Findthe integrating factor ot {, ytanx* cos' x.
dx

P.T.O.



9. Write the Newton - Raphson iteration formula.

10. Write down the expression for trapezoidal rule? 
(10 x 1 = 10 Malks)

PART - B

Answer any eight questions. Each question carries 2 marks.

'1 1. Write down at least three Dirichlet's condition for a Fourier series.

12. Find the Fourier coefficient b,of the function ffrt= 1-' if -tt<x<O
Ix if O<x<r

13. Lel n be any positive integer. Prove.that sin nx is a periodic function with period
2 rJn.

11 for lx .a'14. Find the Fourier transform of f{x} = { _- j i

ru tor lxl > a

15. Find the differential equation associated with the primitive y = cos(x + 3).

16. Solve (x * l\L = x(x' + 1)'dx

17. Solve the eouation lL*1n x'-3.' dx x'

18. Test the differential equation (e' + t)cos xdx + e' sin xdy = Ois exact or not?

19. Solve the differential equation xp' + x = Zyp.

20. Explain the term complementary function of linear differential equation.

21. sorve (o' - so - 2)y = 2x.

22. Find the differential equation of all circles pabsing through the origin and having
their centers on the x axis.

23. Define an algebraic expression with suitable example.
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24. Write short note about Gaussian elimination method for system of linear
equations.

25. Write short note about trapezoidal rule for numerical integration.

26. Write short note about Simpsons rule for numerical integration.
(8x2=16Marks)

PART - C
Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

l-1 n -n<x<O27. ll flxl = I with period 27r, find the Fourier series for (x).1 in 0<x<n
'28. Find the Fourier series of the function f(x) = v 1o, g . , . ,n

30. Obtain the complex form of lhe Fourier series of the function
(o if -r<x<o,lx)= I1'l if O<x<r

37. sotve 
dY -L * r"in!.dxxx

32. sotve {! - z4Y. t 2v = e,. .dx' dx

33. solve (o' n so * l)y = 3 - 2x .

34. Solve the Differential equation { + I , = 1 , where g, /, L are constantstl
subiect to the conditions. x ,,ff =o ",, =0.

to solve the equati on !L. = - *y , y(o) = l.35. Use Taylofs series method,

36. Use the Newton - Raphson method, to lind the real root of x = e-', correct to
three decimal places with xo = 1.
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37.

38

5

Apply the trapezoidal rule to obtain a vatue of the integral I f(x)dx given

x: 4.0 4.2 1.4 4.6 4.8 5.0

f(x): 1.386 1.435 1.482 1.s26 1.569 1.609

2! v
Evaluate | :j:- dx using Simpson's 1/3 rule.

!,1+ 3x
(6x4=24Marks)

c) x,* (b) x,ElT
solvri 9{ - x +9y -20

dx 6x +2y -10

Solve completely (o' - +a * +\y = e2' + x2 + cos2x.

Apply Runge - Kutta method to find an approximate value of y when x = 0.02,

oiven that lf = x * v' and v =1 when x = 0.-dx

Use Gauss - Seidel method solve the system of equations 3x + y + z = 1;

x +3y -z =11; x -2y +4y =2'1.

PART - D

Answer any two questions. Each question carries '15 marks.

li*, o -1.*.0
39. Develop the Fourier series off t(r) - j,t 

_ ^ it o . , .1t2' 2

40. Find the Fourier series for f(x) = v' in - lt < x <r and reduce thal

41.

42.

43.

44.

'(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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